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SYSTEM OF COOPERATION DESIGN 
 
 
Abstract:  

The problem of system aiding of inter-enterprise cooperation process designing 
is presented in the article. Development of enterprises’ productivity requires 
making the start, creation, and extending of cooperative links among enterprises 
easier. Development of methods and ways of data exchange in cooperation 
enables creation of aiding computer systems of production cooperation. 

 
 
1. CONDITIONINGS OF PRODUCTION COOPERATION 
 
1.1. Tendencies in production 
 

Production enterprises are forced to search for ways of increased productivity and 
decreasing the cost of production, as well as introducing even shorter cycles of development 
for products and processes of their production by means of minimization of the stock and well 
organized logistics, and thanks to effective and innovative realization concepts In production, 
such as: LP (Lean Production) – rational production, JIT (Just in Time) controlling supply 
according to the principle just in time, TQM (Total Quality Management) -, VF (Virtual 
Factory) - (understood as temporary network of co operational links of different enterprises 
with a common aim of realizing a production task).  
Next conditionings of production include globalization of links in production.  It is 
accompanied by virtualization of link organization. Cooperational outsourcing relates to the 
effective methods of designing, production, using and maintaining of one’s products; here both 
the environment of one’s enterprise and the external environment of competitive companies are 
taken into account.  
 
Externalization as a kind of enterprises’ strategy 

Externalization- outsourcing- is a way of strategic action which means sending production 
processes and sub-processes including manufacturing of sub-assemblies by sub- suppliers, 
maintenance processes and failure repairing, storing, logistics, buildings security, computer 
service, researches, training, providing services etc. outside the enterprise. If an enterprise 
renounces one part of added value, then mark-up, flexibility, concentration of attention, and 
financial outlays on the processes, which provide competitive advantage, will increase. 
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1.2. The phenomenon of synergy in cooperation    
 

Many enterprises create such value of cooperation which enables them to gain bigger 
effects of synergy. The phenomenon of synergy, known in the past well, means “a state where 
the whole is bigger than the total sum of its elements” [5]. The base for synergy is creative role 
of a human which can be seen in looking for optimal combination of elements of 
organizational processes.  
A synergic effect as an outcome of cooperation of many factors:  

- Appears in an organized structure (e.g. in an enterprise, in workers’ teams),  
- Appears in rational undertakings and complex structures and in processes taking place 

in them, 
- Is an indicator of the influence and mutual conditionings of elements of complex tasks, 
- Is qualified and evaluated by means of physical, economic or agreed criteria of 

evaluation, 
- constitutes a linking effect and may be separated into the effects of organizational 

components.  
The main area where synergy effect appears is organizational structure and its rules of 
cooperation by labor division in the organization. 
 
1.3. Structure in production cooperation   
 

Enterprises in a global market function in a very differentiated and dispersed organizational 
structure, and their production is an outcome of tight cooperation with many cooperators.  

 
Fig. 1. Changes in co-operational structures of the production process – flattening of the 

hierarchy of links between enterprises  
 

The changes which are taking place make it necessary to create a new model of organization of 
links between enterprises working together, especially functioning on the global market.  
Changes in the structures of the whole groups of cooperating enterprises undergo the same 
tendencies as enterprises themselves – it is presented on Fig. 1 and 2. 

  Customer – cooperation receiver 

Sub - supplier 

Supplier 

 
Enterprises: 
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The BASIC features of changes in the model of links between enterprises working together are 
the following:  

 Flattening of cooperation structures; the hierarchy of links and stages of cooperation 
change,  

 The model of network organization – still new, faster and more often made alliances 
and strategic relations through borders of countries, industries, markets and zones of 
activities. Global companies are constantly looking for new constellations and 
alliances in their search for taking control over markets or gaining access to resources 
(including supply, sub-contractors etc.). 

 Making smaller the organizational entities, which create the network, and focus only 
core competencies which give in a given configuration competitive advantage. All 
activities of operation and activities which may be performed better and cheaper 
wherever in the world are "pushed out" of the organization – externalization 
(outsourcing).  

Openness of an organization – activities open for new ideas for products and ways of 
working, open for information from outsider, actively scanning the surrounding looking for 
"weak signals" which are a sign of unknown threats and opportunities, open for information 
created within the organization. 

 
 Fig. 2. Networks in co operational structures of the production process 

 
The conditionings of enterprises working together cause that their structures are built 
horizontally around the processes, whose "owners" are complexes of various composition and 
quite amorphic structure – organizations described as modular are created– Fig.3. within the 
enterprises themselves is creates [2]: 

 

 
Fig. 3. Modular organizations in co operational structures of the production process 

Supplier        Sub - supplier 
 

Process - project 
 

Net of enterprises:  
 

- customer –cooperation receiver 
 

   - supplier 
 
    - sub-supplier 
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- a requirement of multi-task attitude and principally changes a contract between the 

employer and the employee;  
- that there is a lack of guarantee for employment on a particular position for a longer 

period of time;  
- that workers become ‘nomads wandering around networks of linked organizations’ 

[2], increasing their skills and offering their higher qualifications to constantly 
changing teams;  

- that it is more and more difficult for exempt oneself from the compulsion of enterprise 
in relation to oneself; 

- that the place of climbing the hierarchy ladder is replaced by a number of short, ‘flat’ 
careers.  

A model of functioning of computer integrated co operational enterprise is created (see 
Fig. 4), which is structurally similar to the newest form of organization aiming at creation of 
functionally dispersed enterprises, also called virtual enterprises [8]. 

 

 
 Fig. 4. Virtual enterprise in different sample kinds of structures  

 

VE IV – virtual enterprise is created by separated entities of enterprises without the 
coordinating leader 
 

VE I – virtual reality is created by 
enterprises with one as a leader  

VE III –virtual enterprise id created by 
separated entities with external 
organization as the leader 

VE II – virtual enterprise is created by the leader enterprise with separatek 
entities of other enterpeises  
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A model of functioning of computer integrated cooperative enterprise, which would be 
similar to the most modern organizational form, is being created. This modern form is to create 
functionally spread enterprises called virtual enterprises [3]. In the article there are accepted the 
facts that the organization in voluntarily created and its members are connected with one 
another in many ways for the sake of the realization of a mutual aim [2,3]. Membership in the 
organization does not require any civil - law agreements. The time of the relationship is 
established by each member.    
 
1.3.  Computer environment of cooperation process 
 

Organization of cooperation run is strictly connected with computer technology which is 
used in the enterprise. The complex computer systems in enterprises, which are being 
developed currently, are systems of ERP class (Enterprise Resource Planning) defined as sets 
of strongly integrated software packages which can offer coherent information flow in the 
enterprise. In the area of production there work CAD, PDM, CAM, DNC systems which are 
integrated with them. Other systems are the ones which work in the Internet environment and 
other tele-computer nets like WAN. Easy access to the Net resulted in B2C trade with mass 
customer systems development (Business to Customer) and systems which aid B2B inter- 
enterprises (Business to Business). 
The next systems, which are being developed nowadays, are the systems of Supply Chain 
Management (SCM) and of Customer Relationship Management (CRM). These systems 
integrate the activities among business partners on the strategic, tactic and operational levels 
and function in integrated chains within the frames of one enterprise on the account of lack of 
adaptation to changes in chains consisting of independent partners.  
 
 
2. DESIGNING MODEL OF PRODUCTION COOPERATION 
PROCESS 
 
2.1. Exchange of data by cooperation 
 

Tendencies of development of global enterprises, of creating new cooperative links are 
visible also in the dynamism of the need to exchange information – cooperative data. The 
number of linked subjects in production cooperation is growing. Fig. 5 presents data exchange 
in cooperation with one leading enterprise – the leader. In this situation there is a need to 
determine the shape of information transmitted in the initial stage of cooperation initiation, 
which is safe for the know-how of an enterprise. 

Different types of norms were created are being implemented, like norms of  ISO 9000 
series related to quality control,  ISO 14000 series related to ecological production and  ISO 
10303 norm, commonly called the  STEP norm (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model 
Data). This norm standardizes product modelling and design of the processes of its production, 
with the view of formats of data exchange and integration of multifunctional computer 
systems, aiding the design and production.  
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Fig. 5. Data exchange in production process cooperation  
 

In many places works are being carried out on such a standard of product model record, 
which would include complete data about this product and the process of its production. 

It has to be underlined that ISO 10303 - STEP norm is in the initial stage of 
implementation eden in automobile industry enterprises, where the most modern technologies 
are introduced.  
The STEP standard determines the rules of creation of a product model in a way, which allows 
for reworking and storing information about a product and the processes of its manufacturing. 
The product model and data model arising out of it include: [1], [7]:  

- information and definitions of description of drawings  
- basic data of technical drawings in the form of annotations and attributes, with general 

information abort a product and adequate descriptions, 
- special annotations relating to dimensions, tolerance and measurement units included 

in the drawing in the form of a complex data model.  
Implementation of the STEP standard requires fulfilling a set of conditions:  

- using the standard CAx software, allowing for building an open CIM system,  
- using models and structures of data based on neutral forms of data record and standard 

protocols of their transmission,  
- aiming at a coherent description of model and structure of a product, allowing for full 

data exchange in geometric, technological and organizational models. 
  

2.2. General model of production cooperation designing process 
 

 Having assumed that the most future promising form of enterprises cooperation is virtual 
enterprise, the main problem becomes defining of composition and number of cooperating 
units which are geographically spread. The process of selection of cooperation partners is 
strictly connected with an order which determines the criteria of selection and analysis process. 

Virtual enterprise  

Firm - cooperator 

Firm

- designing 
of the produkt  
construction 
  

- designing 
-manufacturing 
- sales 

Firm - cooperator

- manufacturing 

- manufacturing 

Firm - cooperatort 
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Well carried process of selection is the key to match co-operators with  such resources, 
material possibilities,  appropriate technologies and well trained staff in the comparison with 
order-design that  can guarantee gaining synergic effect and product’s position  on the market. 
Cooperation designing process in the presented aspect can be viewed in four phases as it is 
presented in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Phases of designing stage of production process cooperation  

 
The discussed problem of cooperation designing requires production designing and its flow to 
be broaden through the issue of marking and optimization of organizational structures of labour 
run for enterprises set. Determining of the optimum production process in cooperation requires 
multi-criterion marking for the variant of cooperation process- production process route in the 
subset of enterprises. The result of the issue is regarded as NP problem- difficult, requiring 
inclining expenditures of calculations in problem size function. 
To make the problem more general, it is reduced to certain answers to the given questions: 

- do the enterprises which can compete in realization of a certain project exist?, 
- which of these enterprises are able to create the nets  which would have free resources 

for order’s realization?, 
- which of these nets of co-operators are able to create optimum production process?, 
- how to organize and control the cooperative run of production in the net? 

The solution of the problem will specify which subset of enterprises- corresponding with its 
PW which abilities guarantee keeping term-price-quality appointments with the client. 
 
2.3. A standard of data exchange in cooperation initiation  
 

Development of cooperation requires data flow according to a standard of data exchange of 
a product model for cooperation in the moment of its creation. Standardization should include: 

• a need of determination the information form in the initial phases of cooperation, 
secure for the know-how of an enterprise  – Fig. 7 - phases I - II - III, 

• modelling of a product and processes of its manufacturing, taking into account the 
formats of data exchange and integration of multi-functional computer systems aiding 
the production designing – Fig. 6 - phase II. 

 

Phase I 
 
Searching for 
co-operators 

Phase III 
 
Choosing of the 
optimum 
cooperation run 

Phase II 
 
Defining of 
possible co-
operators' nets 

Phase IV 
 
Cooperation run 
planning 
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Fig. 7. Flow and standard of data in initiating and carrying out cooperation  

  
The phases I, II and III of cooperation take place the most often in two situations – when an 
enterprise is looking for an cooperator for: 

- new parts of already produced goods,  
- new parts of new products. 

Phase IV is developed by producers, an example of which is software appearing on the market 
for modelling and simulation of business processes, and issues of cooperation process 
management of small companies with firms working on the global market, e.g. the 3CP 
Programme – a global system of common information accessible for engineers and suppliers of 
Ford company all over the world. The main element of C3P is a set of tools called FPDS (Ford 
Product Development System), aiding the planning, designing, development and production 
processes.   
Using the STEP standard in this phase makes it possible to record all data about a product 
needed in the production process in a normalized form: from the specification of the order, 
PDM documents flow management, through data from PPC and CAD/CAM systems to 
feedback information from the production department about the manufacture and usage of a 
product. Thanks to STEP we obtain a normalized record of geometrical, material, 
constructional, technological and graphical specification of a product. This record reaches the 
lowest level of graphic presentation in CAx systems, which means the level of the so called 
graphic primitives [1].  
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Graphic primitives defined in CAD systems agree with the specification of the Graphical 
Kernel System, which is the basis of programmes for input – output handling for systems and 
graphic devices, the so called drivers. 
Feature Modelling is a kind of newer, widely used method of modelling usually 3D blocks, 
which have some specific constructional and technological features. Elementary objects – 
constructional objects and technological ones with semantic record project the constructional and 
technological models of a product.  

After the first phase the producer transmits data about a product to the potential 
supplier. Using fully standard recommendations of the STEP norm, implemented in all 
cooperating CAx systems facilitates the full exchange of data between the producer and the 
supplier after phase III.  
In the designed object we can distinguish three groups of variables Xp:  

- -constructional features  (Π) – the collection of variables explicitly describing constructions:  
   -geometric features – dimensions and their values, parameters of the shape and location, 

parameters of surface geometry (within the above notion we distinguish a notion of 
constructional form – a record of  shape without determining the dimensions), 

   - material features – sorts and kinds of materials,  
   - initial settings, parameters of assembly let-ups, initial tensions, 

- (Λ) - minimal collection of variables determining the features of the designed object in 
respect of the environment, e.g. constructional qualities (durability, effectively, weight, 
dimensions, dimensions of assembly holes); qualities connected to the manufacturing 
process (costs of production, labour consumption), usage features (time of reaching, 
reliability of work, time and frequency of service activities). 

- technological variables (Γ) – minimal collection of variables which characterize processes 
and phenomena taking place in technological processes.   

 This means respectively:  
 Πk ;  k = 1, ..., k 
 Λw ;  w = 1, ..., w (1) 

 Γs ;  s = 1, ..., s 
 
Information transmitted by an enterprise to a supplier in the phase of initiating cooperation 
constitute data about a product (1) e.g. these are variable Πk  and Λw – Fig. 8.  

 
 
manufacturer 
- cooperator 

supplier 

Data abort the 
product- Πk  , Λw, Γs:

- construction 
- technology 

General characteristics
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Order Analysis 

 
Producer 

-cooperation 
receiver  

Choosing the 
supplier 

Data from the 
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Phase II  

Analysis of 
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Phase III  

Phase I  

Requirements –
evaluation criteria 

 
Fig . 8. Data exchange and its analysis by initiating of cooperation  

 
This data is stored in the constructional documentation - the CAD files. The information 
transmitted to the producer by a potential supplier in the phase of cooperation initiation which 
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chooses the best supplier more detailed data to the former characteristics – answers for 
questions of criteria of choosing a supplier. These are data about:  

1) quality – accuracy, quality systems’ certificates, 
2) competitiveness – price, 
3) innovativeness – used technologies and possibilities, 
4) service –  time of delivery, long-term cooperation,  
5) flexibility – possibility of changing the sizes of deliveries, production capacity.  

 
2.4. Tendencies in production cooperation process designing 

 
Shortening of production process designing thanks to cooperation aiding system together 

with cooperation process formulating (Simultaneous Engineering – SE) is presented in Fig. 9. 
  

 
Fig. 9. Application of cooperation aiding system to shorten the time of production designing 

 
As given in pictures 1 and 3 lack of earlier information, reaction to coming information, its 
receiving, elaboration of the correct answer takes time and as a result the total sum of these 
delays gives information delays in cooperative production process. 
The proposed solutions of this problem allow for putting forward the thesis that the 
implementation of such changes in organization which can change system’s paralysis is 
necessary. To make the information circulation in cooperative system – customer- producer- 
supplier faster, usage of  database computer system to aid the searching and choosing of 
cooperator phases is needed. 

Time of production planning 

Structural designing of 
product 

Manufacturing designing 

Organizational designing 
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cooperation designing 
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Structural designing of 
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Manufacturing designing 
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The proposal of the system which makes information circulation faster is the implementation to 
the system of additional information which is realized in real time. It makes estimation of 
system answers and choosing of the co-operator possible. 

 
 
3. SYSTEM OF COOPERATION DESIGN 
 
3.1. Phase I – looking for co-operators 
 
Data form for cooperation aiding system 

Development of cooperation requires data flow according to the elaborated standard of data 
exchange model of the product for cooperation at the exact time of its coming into being. 
Standardization should also take the need of information form determination into account, 
especially in the initial phases of cooperation, which is safe for know-how of the enterprise – 
phases I-II-III - Fig. 10.    
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Fig. 10. Cooperation aiding system – cooperation start initiation phase – data standard and flow  
 

The characteristic which describes the potential co-operator is information about the enterprise 
which is limited by the security of know-how of the enterprise. The fundamental features are 
needed in this phase are pieces of easy available information about the enterprise: 

- information which identifies the enterprise, 
- enterprise’s products, 
- used technologies, 
- technological and innovative level, 
- broadly described quality - quality certificates, 
- production ability- size of resources. 

The accepted assumptions concerning the requirements of the designed production specify 
customer’s requirements and define minimal abilities of potential cooperative manufacturing 
system. Having implemented all the requirements, set by the designed production, the proposed 
system enables to find enterprises which can take part in production process.  
 
 
Assumptions of cooperation aiding system 
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The answer to the question: Who can cooperate in production order realization?- requires 
knowledge about enterprises which exist on the market. Defining of possible co-operators set 
leads to the conclusion that there is a need to create a database about these enterprises where 
potential co-operators will be selected – Fig. 11. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Searching of would-be cooperators in production  

 
The problem requires supplier- producer model creation which would describe the standard of 
requirements for the virtual enterprise. The proposed solution is based on creation of a base for 
enterprises defined with fundamental information needed in this phase of virtual enterprise 
designing, in combining with the system of base searching by the use of classifier, basing on 
the criterions which are specified for the designed production.  
 
3.2. Phase II – defining of possible co-operators’ nets  

  
Among potential cooperators in the next phase of virtual enterprise (VP) design there 

exists a need of finding solutions having free resources which would guarantee realization 
of an order in the assumed time, according to the assumed cost and accepted level of 
quality. Generally, the problem of resources’ engagement can be proved by:  

- the applied in practice simple correspondence with an answer about a possibility of 
order realization – the need to administer specialized technology and resources and 
with setting price conditions. After this the asked person analyses the order after 
having prepared and sent back the answer. Then potential variants of nets are 
created, which are composed of resources of the chosen sub-composition of 
enterprises. The basic disadvantage of the traditional procedure is high time 
consumption of the activities; 

- using the method based on the computer system of browsing the space of potential 
solutions, taking into account possibilities of access to production capability 
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limited in time. The method requires knowledge of the state of resources 
engagement of potential cooperators in the whole planning period.  

The advantage of using the procedures of browsing with computer aid is instant analysis 
outcome. Using the method of browsing of initial solutions (coming from phase I) consists 
in balancing the requirements of order realization – the design with possibilities of the 
analyzed enterprise.  What are analyzed are maps of resource accessibility in time in 
comparison to production specifications of an order – Fig. 12. 

 

 
 Fig. 12. Searching for possible production schedule in cooperation 

 
A sample method of determination of accepted nets of cooperating enterprises was 
presented in this work [11], was based on two strategies of heuristic browsing of possible 
solutions’ composition: 

- nets with the highest value of top limitation – reserves of time for realising the 
order,  

- nets with the lowest values of top limitation, 
The work [11] proposes using of four heuristics of resources’ allocation for the order 
operation: 

- the smallest lengths of accessibility time, 
- the largest lengths of accessibility time, 
- the lowest average costs of resource use,  
- the highest average costs of resource use, 

The method allows for proposing a solution which would be the most advantageous when it 
comes to time or cost of order realization. What is left is the problem of the choice of the 
best one and of defining the notion of the best cooperational solution for the production.  
  We need such a method which would allow for carrying out a multi-criterion 
optimization with respect to time, cost and quality of order realization, as well as taking into 
account the estimated risk of failure to fulfil the requirements by a given variant of the net 
of cooperating enterprises.  
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3.3. Phase III – Choice of the optimal cooperation run 
 

The method which links the evaluation with different criteria in one is the analysis of 
utility of projects of the course of production cooperation process. The evaluation of utility 
should take place continuously in the course of designing after phase II, which was finalized 
by setting the nets variants of the course of cooperation process (production process of VE).  

In respect to the basic criteria of quality, cost and time, the model of the course net of 
production process cooperation is subject to the proposed optimization activity, whose 
structure is described by the graph (Fig. 13): 

 
          GN =  VN, LN               (2) 
 where: 
  VN = {vi; i = 0, 1, ..., N} – collection of summits, 
  LN = {lij; i = 0, 1, ..., N-1; j = 1, 2, ..., N} – collection of graph’s arches. 
 
Each summit of the graph may be associated with an event which begins or ends a task of 
production process cooperation, and the arch represents the task itself.  
 

 
 

 Fig. 13. A graph of the production cooperation process (self elaboration) 
 

The presented organization causes that the graph oriented from the summit "i" to "j" to become 
a directed graph – a digraph. The summits which are not connected with an arch can be linked 
by a mock activity that is with an arch, for which the describing functions possess zero values.  
Each task may be attributed with:  

- tij – time of  realization of task  i, j  
- kij(tij) – function interpreted as the cost of activity realization  lij with time of 

realization tij. 
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Assuming that: {0 ≤ aij ≤ tij  ≤ bij }, where bij may be called normal time, and aij  - 
emergency time, which means that realization with shorter time may cause wrong designing of 
the process. What is more, tij may take only values of integer numbers.  
Each activity is connected with the value qij, explicitly presenting the gained quality, usually 
gained accuracy class, the number of shortages and even more parameters – a vector of quality.  
 
Event which begin or end the tasks of production process, which are summits of the graph vn 
may be analyzed similarly like in [10] and developing them adequately (according to their 
numeration) we can attribute them with collections of functions (see Fig. 14):  
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Fig. 14. Functions of the graph summit vn  of the process (self elaboration) 
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K are the basic parameters, whose values determine the optimality 

of the cooperational production process, which is described by the sub-graph  Gn creating the 
required quality determined by the admissibility condition. 
The choice of the variant of the course of production cooperation process may be solved by 
estimating the utility function which links the basic criteria of cost, time and quality. In a case 
when one of the factors appears to be a stronger limiting one, we can introduce α, β , γ to the 
utility function. 
Taking into account the probability wn of breaking the realization of the sub-graph Gn, the 
utility function was formulated as follows:   
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where:  α + β + γ  =  Ω , and  Ω  is a constant value, for n = 0 function U0 = 0. 
For the criterion of quality optimized by the admissibility condition (see: [10]) such defined 
utility function may be reduced to this form:  
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 In the reduced form without taking into account the probability of breaking the designing wn, 
the form of the function is similar to the function of utility of investment projects presented in 
w [4], which optimizes the course of investment only in respect of two factors – the cost and 
time of investment.   
The admissible (N, sN) process realization, which fulfils the above assumption may be called 
the optimal  (N, sN) project realization. As underlined in the introduction, it brings together 
two approaches to tasks by the optimization of production process design according to the 
quality criterion (or admissibility condition):  

1) minimization of realization time with the assumed limit of production means,  
2) minimization of total cost of project realization without exceeding the assumed date of 

termination.  
 This function is somehow analogous to the –Douglas production function, and also to a similar 
CES - Constant Elasticity of Substitution [10] production function. It allows for controlling the 
parameters α and β depending on the preferences of the decision maker relating to the 
equivalent value of the cost factor and realization time of the production process.  
When the probability of breaking the cooperation wn is the same for the tasks, the parameter wn 
may be omitted. The sign of a sum results from the fact that in project practice there usually is 
a need to change or even to break the course of cooperation during the realization because of 
e.g.: lack of getting the required parameters during construction designing, conceptual 
assumptions or breaking the contract by the ordering person. Such a situation requires 
particular attention put on utility of previous bonds- which would probably be realized – it 
gives a sign of a sum, which causes adding of utility for preceding summits (additional 
considering previous summits). When there is sureness of carrying out the design according to 
the assumed structure up to the final summit, there exists a possibility to make the form of 
utility function simpler – with omitting the sign of a sum and probability wn  in the formula 
(6), that means taking into account only the parameters of the final summit. 
In the case when the values of variables attributed to particular tasks are known, it is possible 
to carry out activities aiming at analyzing and evaluation of solutions of cooperation process 
works by means of utility function. This method gives a deterministic evaluation of the given 
values of particular criteria.  
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3.4. Integration with aiding system of manufacturing planning  
 
Elaboration of classifiers which divide into groups according to similarity from the point of 

view of different criterions creates the basis for database structures creation – Fig. 15. 
 

 
 

Fig. 15. Integration with Aiding System of manufacturing Designing 
 

 
 

Fig. 16. Classifier – part II – classification according to group processing 
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Proposed system is integrated with Aiding System of manufacturing Designing – for example 
Sysklass. Main application of Classifier has 2 parts - classification according to the NACE (- 
European Actions Classification) and classification according to group processing - Fig. 15 and 
Fig. 16 
 
3.5. Example of Computer Aided Cooperation 
 
The prepared system aided of cooperation is example Computer Aided Cooperation on the 
website: www.intercooperate.com . Structure the first site of cooperation aiding system is 
presented in Fig. 17. 
Systems aiding cooperation give possibilities: 

- find the product, 
- find the company, 
- advanced search – find the product or company according to NACE.  
- check the technologies , 
- design manufacturing process on cooperators’ system and his resources (if you have 

passwords), 
- others. 

 

 
 

Fig. 17. Example of Computer Aided Cooperation - the first site of cooperation aiding system. 
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Systems of computer aiding cooperation create new possibilities from the enterprise’s 
perspective which uses this kind of system and for its business partners and customers as well. 
These are: 

- low costs – costs and subscribers’ fees account for only 10% of costs which the 
enterprise would pay for realization of similar tasks by its workers, 

- possibility of order creation at any time, 
- cooperation with ERP systems- on –line orders registration in ERP systems, 
- possibility of material management- order’s registration on the basis of current stock 

on hand is possible, 
- permanent control – monitoring of run and state of the ordered range of products 

among the business trade partners is possible , 
- current archiving of all the operations- all data about the realized and current orders 

are registered and made available to all the engaged enterprises. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

Development of productivity of the enterprises requires initiating, creating and deepening 
of cooperative connections among different enterprises, participants of the production process, 
through development of methods and forms of data exchange in cooperation. The 
implementation of mutual data exchange concerning current possibilities of cooperative 
production in cooperative system customer – supplier will decrease as soon as possible, in real 
time, the system paralysis by accelerating the information circulation in production process in 
conditions of cooperation. 
Active net cooperation will be modern and very effective form of complex aiding of production 
cooperation among system users in the future. Using the offered tools which the system 
provides requires setting a standard way of registration of data about the product, its production 
process and categorization of products and services. 

The development of methods and data exchange in cooperation will allow for development 
and creation of New information systems of production cooperation aiding, functionally and 
organizationally brings closer both  global enterprises and  their sub-suppliers by means of 
taking a common type of exchanged information, normalized standard of product modelling 
and production process design.   
A cooperation design process skilfully carried out through the three phases will allow for 
linking the co-operators with such possibilities relating to stock, material, possessed 
technologies and qualifications of staff that it will ensure the achievement of the synergic 
effect. In case when the values of variables ascribed to particular tasks are known, it is possible 
to curry out the activities. 
All the entities-enterprises introduced to the system- can be subjected to classification. It will 
enable to search for potential customers willing to buy certain products or services of the user 
and automatic matching of both entities. The presented technology can be an offer for the 
already existing producers, virtual enterprises and many new enterprises which will exist in the 
future and which will offer their products for e-business and make them available as 
outsourcing.  
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